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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to study an Industry 4.0 scenario of ‘tech-
nical assistance’ and use manufacturing execution systems (MES) to address the 
need for easy information extraction on the shop floor. We identify specific re-
quirements for a user-friendly MES interface to develop (and test) an approach 
for technical assistance and introduce a chatbot with a prediction system as an 
interface layer for MES. The chatbot is aimed at production coordination by as-
sisting the shop floor workforce and learn from their inputs, thus acting as an 
intelligent assistant. We programmed a prototype chatbot as a proof of concept, 
where the new interface layer provided live updates related to production in nat-
ural language and added predictive power to MES. The results indicate that the 
chatbot interface for MES is beneficial to the shop floor workforce and provides 
easy information extraction, compared to the traditional search techniques. The 
paper contributes to the manufacturing information systems field and demon-
strates a human-AI collaboration system in a factory. In particular, this paper 
recommends the manner in which MES based technical assistance systems can 
be developed for the purpose of easy information retrieval. 

Keywords: AI Applications, Manufacturing, Chatbot 

1 Introduction 

Although manufacturing execution systems have been critical information systems for 
production planning and control among manufacturing practitioners, their interaction 
with humans in Industry 4.0 needs further understanding in theory and in practice. MES 
as an information system has come a long way. It was first introduced in the 70s to 
assist the online management of production execution. Later in the 90s, it emerged as a 
powerful software tool to replace paper-based activities of manufacturing operations 
management (MOM) [1]. Over the years, it became a critical tool for a manufacturing 
enterprise as it acquired additional functionalities for automation of information ex-
change due to computer advancements and shop floor systems integration projects [2].  
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For future factories, studying the enhancements for MES in the light of Industry 4.0 
context can bring new opportunities that were not identified before. The Industry 4.0 
paradigm is predominantly information-centric and guides manufacturing enterprises 
to assess their future needs and acquire digital capabilities. Industry 4.0 is an IT-driven 
enabler of smart factories [3] with the design principles of [4]: (a) Interconnection (b) 
Information transparency (c) Decentralized decision-making (d) Technical assistance. 
In this paper, we focus on the design principle of ‘technical assistance’ for the factory 
workforce, which is about humans receiving support from assistant systems for 
production-related tasks [5][4].  

Artificial intelligence capability is an asset for manufacturing because the digital age 
promises hardware with high processing power combined with the vast amounts of 
available real-time production data generated by MES. Analogous to natural intelli-
gence, an AI system is able to learn from the experience, where data equals experience. 
A larger set of training production data makes for a robust decision-making system for 
operations management. AI applications in the manufacturing field are not new and 
they are widely studied to manage uncertainty, complexity and dynamic changes in the 
manufacturing systems [6][7]. On this premise, combining MES with AI can drastically 
improve automated decision-making capabilities and the workforce can benefit from 
this situation.  

Furthermore, intuitive assistant systems designed based on AI techniques can help 
the workforce make informed decisions in enterprises [8][9]. Motivated by the need to 
study their potential industrial engineering applications, we emphasize on user aspects 
and design a chatbot for the information system (MES). We apply techniques such as 
natural language processing and artificial neural networks, which are key parts in mak-
ing a chatbot ‘intelligent’ to collaborate with the MES user (intelligence means predic-
tive power in this paper). Hence, our research objective is to use MES to accommodate 
AI-based technical assistance.    

Section 2 presents the related theoretical work and Section 3 describes the research 
methodology. Findings are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2 Related work 

2.1 MES Interfaces 

Even though MES is meant to interact with humans on the shop floor for smoother 
production management, this aspect has not been studied extensively in the academic 
literature. The design purpose of MES is to support human decision making for activi-
ties related to manufacturing operations management. MES does this by making the 
production data accessible in real-time. Due to this, it is deemed a ‘manufacturing cock-
pit’ [10]. There have been studies to improve processes by analyzing real-time produc-
tion data from MES [2], but not many of them focus on enhancing the efficiency of 
shop floor operations by deploying conversational assistants (with predictive power) as 
collaborating agents.  
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Production data acquisition was formerly needed to calculate machine utilization, 
whereas, current day’s factories need it for real-time process adjustments. Production 
data is valuable for manufacturing enterprises to meet future market demands for prod-
uct variability and faster deliveries. Timely availability of production data will boost 
the existing operational procedures related to work scheduling, customer interaction, 
order fulfillment, toolmaking, costing and supplier interaction, etc. 

MES can have different user groups with customized interfaces and modules for 
each group. As an example, the management personnel can have access to the monitor-
ing module and might be able to calculate key performance indicators (KPIs) from the 
acquired data, whereas the machine operators might have access to its planning module. 
The table below has a broad classification of MES users and their possible role if MES 
is combined with AI-based prediction systems for information exchange. 

Table 1. MES User on the shop floor. 

Category Existing role Possible engagement 
Management  
Personnel 

Monitoring the production process foresee inventory shortage and manage 
orders * 

Operator 
personnel 

Production planning, scheduling, 
dispatching, tracking 

Anomaly detection and take corrective 
action on the production line [11] 

* Focus of this study 
User-friendly MES interfaces provide easy access to data, thus supporting human deci-
sions in manufacturing operations. There are standards such as ISA 101 to suggest the 
best practices of human-machine interfacing in manufacturing [12]. ISA 101 covers 
menu hierarchies, screen navigation conventions, security methods and electronic sig-
nature attributes, pop-up conventions, configuration interfaces to databases, servers, 
etc.  

In this regard, modern MES also comes with dashboards that display production, 
process insights using data visualization tools. They enhance the human-machine inter-
face and particularly benefit management personnel that performs process data mining 
and monitoring. Some MES vendors also offer the dashboards as apps. However, these 
data access tools are oftentimes expensive and non-conversational. 

2.2 Idiosyncrasies of Shop Floor 

Manufacturing control and management had a variety of applications on the shop floor. 
Industry practices around it were mostly about shop floor operators manually modify-
ing the processes using ad hoc methods. There was a minimal need for re-planning or 
on-line measurement and real-time feedback control [13]. However, with changing 
manufacturing requirements (such as demand for product variability, shorter time to 
market, engineer-to-order production strategies and real-time factory scheduling) the 
future demands on in-process management measurement and feedback control cannot 
be met with traditional practices.  
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Over the years, MES successfully served as a factory database [14] but faced re-
sistance due to its inflexibility, monolithic architecture and for being an expensive in-
vestment. With the ever-increasing volumes of logged production data, manufacturing 
enterprises might reconsider MES for building a foundation for their future data man-
agement initiatives. Considering the importance of data visibility, we argue that intel-
ligent planning and control concepts must be infused in MES to predict and coordinate 
production activities. Due to this, the MES user can engage in dynamic manufacturing 
operations with rapid responsiveness. 

2.3 Potentials in Chatbots 

Context-sensitive user interfaces and real-time learning assistants are some forms of 
interactions in the cyber-physical world. These technologies simplify the complexity of 
workers with information and interaction possibilities [5]. Chatbots can be used as con-
versational information systems [15] and are promising for filtering and processing in-
formation. However, chatbots are a nascent technology and their application in enter-
prises is still not well understood [15]. Chatbots use artificial intelligence and combin-
ing them with MES for human-machine interaction can complement the production 
workforce by demanding flexibility and creativity [16].  

A chatbot for MES provides a more natural interaction platform compared to a tra-
ditional MES human interface. Being an automated system for enhancing human-com-
puter interaction, chatbots can parse MES user input in the form of natural language 
and generate an appropriate response text. This may be done in several ways. The sim-
plest is by providing the bot with a database of questions and answers. This approach 
works well for knowledge bases and static information but falls short in a dynamic 
environment [17]. Chatbot as an interface layer can also serve as a replacement for 
MES dashboards or can complement it. A chatbot for MES caters to the digitalization 
of MES, which is needed for building Industry 4.0 capabilities in a factory [18]. Owing 
to these principles, we hypothesize: 
H) A chatbot interface is a user-centric design enhancement for MES and it serves to 
monitor manufacturing operations by easy retrieval of information on demand.  

3 Approach 

We used a combination of empirical study and an experiment for this paper. First, we 
conducted a selective literature review using the databases Google Scholar and Scopus, 
with an emphasis on the publications from 2015-2019. The keywords ‘MES’, ‘manu-
facturing operations management’, ‘technical assistance in Industry 4.0’, ‘chatbots’ etc 
were searched and Mendeley was used to manage the references. The review results 
provided knowledge on MES functionalities and its usefulness for coordinating manu-
facturing operations when combined with conversational virtual assistants. Based on 
the results, we identified applicable AI techniques. The literature review also helped in 
driving the empirical study. 
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Second, to ensure the relevance aspect of the MES design problem and to determine 
the requirements of the manufacturing industry, empirical evidence on the existing state 
of operations management technologies were needed. Therefore, we studied four com-
panies to understand business and technological drivers to design technical assistance 
using MES. Due to commercial confidentiality, they are called Alpha, Beta, Gamma, 
and Delta. We conducted empirical research, where data triangulation was done using 
semi-structured interviews, field studies, archival documents, and industry reports.  

In the following table, Finding 1 concern the company’s drive for choosing MES 
and Finding 2 concerns the assistance requirements for MES users:  

Table 2. Summary of the collected qualitative data. 

Company Data type Description 
 
 

Alpha 

Size >10,000 employees 
Industry Dairy 
Finding 1 MES to develop the Industrial IoT ecosystem in the company using enter-

prise systems 
Finding 2 The requirement to provide flexibility and visibility to the shop-floor per-

sonnel using dashboards based on real-time production data from MES 
 
 

Beta 

Size >10,000 employees 
Industry Meat processing 
Finding 1 MES to streamline processes and gain competitiveness 
Finding 2 The requirement to react to supply/demand problems using timely availa-

ble production data 
 
 

Gamma 

Size >10,000 employees 
Industry Electrical equipment 
Finding 1 MES to secure manufacturing intelligence 
Finding 2 The requirement for real-time monitoring and control of cross-business-

unit coordination 
 
 

Delta 

Size >10,000 employees 
Industry Energy equipment 
Finding 1 Primarily use MES for order execution, but also learn from the acquired 

production data 
Finding 2 The requirement to use technologies that can give insight into data and 

enhance the human-machine interface (HMI). Currently, the production 
line controller is the HMI for shop floor personnel 

Data provided insights into the phenomenon of technical assistance for manufacturing 
planning and control, its dynamics and the importance of information flows in a factory. 
Based on the gathered requirements a representative use case of information flow for 
order management is identified. It falls under the category of management personnel 
(see Table. 1). Consequently, the design requirements were documented (see 4.1).  

Lastly, as an experiment, we programmed a prototype chatbot and connected it to a 
simple web service endpoint, simulating a web-based MES database (we used Odoo, a 
cloud-based enterprise software offered as a service) of AAU Smart Production lab 
[19]. To create a simple demonstrator, we used AIML. AIML is a free and open-source 
artificial intelligence markup language and is the framework of choice for major chatbot 
platforms, including Pandorabots. The language is XML-based and can be used to cre-
ate both simple and complex, state-aware chatbots. Using basic tags combined with 
pattern recognition, the chatbot was able to provide a rational response from its 
knowledge base [20]. Thus, we had a proof of concept for MES based technical assis-
tance (see 4.2). The collected qualitative data also helped in evaluating the benefits of 
such chatbots in the manufacturing context. The following section presents the findings 
on the requirements of a User-friendly MES interface. 
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4 Findings 

4.1 High-level Goals 

The literature and empirical evidence suggest that enterprises are re-considering MES 
to launch their future Industry 4.0 data management initiatives. Furthermore, we also 
noted that the role of humans shifts from machine operator to strategic decision-maker 
and a flexible problem-solver due to technical assistance in Industry 4.0 [4]. Therefore, 
we studied if the assistance systems are compatible with a typical MES system, which 
has the factory data access in real-time. MES focusses on ‘production data collection’, 
which is defined by IEC 62264-3 standard as an activity of gathering and managing 
information on work processes and production orders [2]. For this purpose, the multiple 
requirements of MES users are identified and their developments are presented in the 
figure below: 

 

Fig. 1. Requirements breakdown for an MES based technical assistance. 

Bussmann & McFarlane summarize the future manufacturing demands as increasing 
complexity and continual change, where anticipated control system properties will not 
suffice. Futuristic operations need intelligent control and data is key to increase the 
responsiveness of computer control systems and to aid human operations. To achieve 
such intelligence, the first step for the system is to have context-awareness, meaning 
fewer assumptions are to be made on process and component behavior [21]. MES sup-
ports control actions being taken in real-time. Live access to production status can im-
prove operational procedures of the workforce and for this purpose; the MES system 
can be developed with added intelligence in a manufacturing enterprise. We identified 
that MES can be extended with a chatbot prediction system to enhance user experience 
and to support human decision making.  

In the changing manufacturing times, the strategy to improve customer responsive-
ness and reduce time to market is extremely crucial. Hence, we studied order manage-
ment practices to design a system that can proactively suggest relevant information 
based on the previous input. We focused on the system’s capability to update the state 
of order and anticipate delays. 
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4.2 Low-level Goals 

In a factory environment, chatbot for MES can be made ‘intelligent’ using machine 
learning techniques [22] for it to learn from the repeated queries of users. The relevant 
approaches are NLP and ANN (discussed further in 5.2). The proposed MES design 
enhancement to accommodate AI-based technical assistance consists of: 

 
Fig. 2. MES based Technical assistance system. 

In Fig. 2 above, the relationship between various parts of the system is shown. Here, a 
human user interacts with a chatbot interface and may ask about the current state of 
affairs using natural language. This interaction may be represented using the following 
algorithm (see Fig. 3). 

 
Input: Natural language query from the user 
Output: Requested data value from MES on 
natural language form, chat log 
Algorithm: User interaction 
1. while user has a question 
2.     user enters query 
3.     detected and extract keywords 
4.     for each keyword k in query 
5.        lookup k in MES data fields 
6.        save k  for Algorithm 2 
7.        return MES data value v 
8.     end for 
9.     concatenate v with predefined reply     
string 
10. end while 

Input: Chat log D where Dsize > 1 
Output: Training set for prediction system 
Algorithm: Creating training set for predic-
tion system 
1. for each query q in D 
2.   for each keyword k in q 
3.      map k to numerical value (0, 1] 
4.      add k to training set – input vector 
5.   end for 
6.   for each keyword k’ in q+1 
7.      map k’ to numerical value (0, 1] 
8.      add k’ to training set – output vector 
9.   end for 
10. end for 
((q+1) is the successive query) 

Fig. 3. Chatbot interaction and training algorithms. 

A graphical representation of Algorithm 2 is presented in Fig. 4 below. The first known 
word in the list is assigned 0.1, the last 1.0.  The input vector size is set to 4. If there 
are fewer keywords than this, the value 0.0 is used. If the number of keywords is greater 
than 4, the most significant words according to the inverse document frequency are 
used. 
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Fig. 4. Input transformation and network training. 

4.3 Output & Assessment 

To study the fundamental differences between conventional MES user interface and 
MES with a chatbot user interface, the prototype is assessed based on the chatbots' 
ability to retrieve order information. However, the chatbot is able to retrieve any data 
from MES given that they are exposed through a web service. Fig. 5 shows examples 
of returned output. The input from the chatbot client is returned along with a message 
from the server.  

 
Fig. 5. Assessment of conversational MES interface. 

We assess the success of MES based technical assistance system based on the ease with 
which user received a response without having to enter complete order ID. Our quali-
tative assessment suggests that this approach is easier than the regular database lookup. 

The output (see Fig.5), as well as the assessment, supports the hypothesis that it is 
easy to retrieve production information using a chatbot interface. The collected empir-
ical data (see Table. 2) also suggests that such retrieval process is beneficial to manu-
facturing. Challenges regarding the training of the system are presented in the following 
discussion section. 

5 Discussion 

Previous studies on enterprise systems attempted to close the gap of their integration 
with shop floor devices in a service-oriented way [23], but they did not focus on the 
MES user empowerment in the age of industrial internet. In response to the growing 
interest in practitioners to digitize manufacturing operations and to pursue Industry 4.0 
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[4], we proposed a concept that provides assistance to the production personnel (team) 
to make planning and control decisions by reacting quickly. The rationale for choosing 
MES instead of any other information system in the factory is also explained. The next 
iteration of this paper is expected to investigate its impact on the existing operational 
procedures for process improvement. Such a study can expose the technical and organ-
izational challenges in implementing MES based technical assistance systems. 

5.1 Shop Floors with Virtual Intelligent-assistant  

The concept of ‘Internet of people’ connects the workforce to the internet using inter-
faces. It promotes people-centric design enhancements with the principles of being so-
cial, personal and proactive [24]. In a factory’s dynamic environment, a chatbot can be 
connected to the sensors of the physical assets on the shop floor or to external data 
providers to generate answers on the fly. A chatbot with a prediction system can also 
be connected to a database supported knowledge base [25]. Since MES is a factory 
database with real-time production data access and a unified functional platform of IT, 
we designed a ‘human-AI collaboration system’ around it.  

A chatbot could, in theory, be connected to any data providing service. For the shop 
floor workforce, a chatbot creates an alternative to looking through menus and tables 
of MES to find the correct information and aids smoother information access [26]. 
Since MES is a database application with multiple user groups in a factory, designing 
a collaborative system (a combination of processes and software to support a group 
activity) around it is possible. Vision for the MES collaborative system needs further 
inquiry on the processes that involve group activity on the shop floor. Such an effort 
also aligns with the concept of ‘digital workplace’ that promotes virtual assistance [27]. 

The system may be extended to generate complex answers from the bot and to create 
a more helpful interface for MES. This prediction system may also be connected to 
other external data sources to provide additional responses relevant to shop floor activ-
ities such as materials inventory, shipping, traffic, exchange rates, etc. 

5.2 Real-time AI Techniques for MES 

Contrary to the popular belief that the application of artificial intelligence to automate 
workplace tasks might lead to the unemployment crisis [28], we present a situation 
where the advances in AI techniques are utilized to assist the workforce (see Fig. 1). 
We used NLP that is crucial for creating a chatbot as it enables a computer system to 
interpret and find the intent of the MES user’s input. In this context, NLP can be im-
plemented using the inverse document frequency algorithm to detect keywords, along 
with Levenshtein-distance [29] to compensate for spelling errors. This approach ap-
proximates MES user input with known chatbot vocabulary as per the dictionary map-
ping discussed earlier.  

Enabling interaction with MES using natural language instead of navigating through 
complex or even unintuitive user interfaces is imagined to increase user-friendliness, 
especially for novice users. The user only gets the information they are requesting and 
do not have to be distracted by the information irrelevant to their current task. This is 
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evident from Fig.4, where the user was not required to enter the complete order ID in 
order to get a response. The reply from the bot contains full information as retrieved 
from MES. This functionality is akin to a sophisticated search function, although it 
comes with the added benefit of flexible queries in the form of natural language. How-
ever, this also enables traditional keyword-based searches in the same interface (The 
NLP system we presented is available only in the English language).  

Training the system. Artificial neural networks are often used for prediction systems 
[30][31] and the ANN in our design is trained on the transformed MES user input to 
suggest relevant information, which turns the bot into an intelligent assistant for MES 
users. Being able to get related information automatically is expected to be a helpful 
feature. However, the suggestions given must be evaluated for their usefulness. If the 
system is not properly trained, offering irrelevant or even wrong information will serve 
as a source of frustration. Giving feedback will help the system learn and provide ap-
propriate suggestions. However, this should not affect the normal routines of workers. 
Using the time to train the system would defeat its purpose. Ideally, some person could 
be assigned to train and improve the accuracy of the chatbot. Training an ANN is an 
iterative process and is performed until the produced output is within a set error limit 
of the expected output. Over time, accuracy is expected to improve and less time will 
be needed to monitor the chatbot. 

5.3 In-house Chatbot Solution 

Deploying an MES based chatbot and its services are expected to be a major advantage 
(also cost-effective) compared to existing virtual assistants. Examples of this technol-
ogy include Google’s Assistant and Apple’s Siri. Nonetheless, as they are proprietary 
systems by external vendors, the information must pass through their systems. For sen-
sitive production data, this can be a major drawback. They also come packed with fea-
tures that a shop floor might not require, where the focus is to get the required infor-
mation as swiftly as possible. A domain-specific expert chatbot solution like the one 
presented in this paper will require less initial setup, as it is only connected to the inter-
nal services. Furthermore, the chatbot and its accompanying web service may further 
tailored to fit a specific purpose, as new and unexpected needs might arise in produc-
tion. In order to realize the full potentials of the chatbot interface layer, we recommend 
using web-based MES because it makes it easy to scale-up, add clients and functional-
ities. Its architecture can be presented as: 

 
Fig. 6. Web service architecture for MES. 
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Such design eliminates the traditional monolithic MES architecture and makes it flexi-
ble to develop next-generation infrastructural capabilities for the shop floor. Based on 
a service-oriented architecture method, a digitally enriched MES will be able to facili-
tate the easy integration of applications as well as enable itself to connect to the network 
services like the one presented in this paper.  

Finally, the data gathered by the chatbot in the form of user queries may also be 
analyzed to get an insight into the state of production and worker satisfaction. The pre-
sented user-friendly MES interface layer demonstrated such behavior, even though the 
efficacy and accuracy of chatbots for data extraction remains questionable. The current 
study gave an example of ‘order management’ but the future work is expected to ana-
lyze its impact on a wider range of processes related to manufacturing operations man-
agement, based on the aforementioned design. 

6 Conclusions 

Manufacturing enterprises are reconsidering MES for implementing their future data 
management initiatives (see 4.1). Therefore, we attempted to digitally enrich the MES 
platform for technical assistance on data retrieval. The findings suggest that the intelli-
gent chatbot for MES can assist the shop floor personnel and can aid the operator’s 
decision making (see 4.3). Because of this design criterion, MES users could engage in 
dynamic operations with enhanced responsiveness. The study demonstrated a human-
AI collaboration in a factory, where MES fostered unstructured collaboration as it feeds 
the users' responses (data) into the system for further learning. The collected empirical 
data also helps us in concluding that the chatbot interface for MES is highly beneficial 
in the manufacturing context. As a result, recommendations for AI-based chatbot assis-
tance in Industry 4.0 shop floors were presented (see 5). 

As far as we know, this is the first time an intelligent chatbot is used for MES to 
enable a factory as a digital workplace and to scientifically approach the Industry 4.0 
design principle of ‘Technical assistance’. Future work intends to add more complexi-
ties to the proposed design to test its benefits and advance the theory of manufacturing 
digitalization. 
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